Women’s basketball rises from ashes after two years

Scott Anderson
Bear Facts Staff

This season isn’t the first year of varsity basketball for the DMACC women; however, little is known about the history of women’s basketball at DMACC. DMACC women’s basketball started in 1977 under head coach Lynda Johnson. The first victory for the DMACC women came on Dec. 4, 1978 against Council Bluffs.

In 1982, DMACC named Dick Criner as the new women’s basketball coach. The team started the 1982-83 season with a 5-1 record and finished with a 13-15 win-loss record. The team won the conference with a 7-1 record. The team had three double-digit scorers in Sherry Fisher (18 points), Lisa Bell (15 points) and Canda Ott (14 points).

During the 1983-84 season, the Bears finished with a 16-7 record and in the 1984-85 season went 12-13 overall with a 10-8 record against other Iowa junior colleges. Linda Knapp, who averaged 23 points per game and Felicia Murillo, who averaged 15 points a game during this season, led the Bears. Knapp also had a couple of games where she scored over 40 points.

The Bears were one of the few teams that were hard hit by the 1985 DMACC graduation. Julie Neiland, who averaged 16 points a game, led the Bears in scoring during the 1985-1986 season. The Bears also had a tough time recruiting players at this time.

According to former head coach Dick Criner, “When parents and recruits came for a visit, they wanted to know that they would have a place to eat and sleep.

DMACC finally got a food service program, but until a housing complex is built, it will be hard to attract out-of-state recruits. Most of our recruits were local, such as from Boone, Ogden, and Madrid."

The 1990-1991 season was one of transition as women’s basketball went from 6 points down to force overtime. They then dominated the overtime period for the win. Fans now attending the games will see the DMACC women making history.

Creative writing contest deadline

Dec. 4

The DMACC Creative Writing Contest deadline is midnight Monday, Dec. 4. All DMACC students registered for Fall 2000 can participate.

The top prize is a scholarship worth $900. The runner-up gets $450, and cash awards include $100 for best story and $50 for the runner-up, and $100 for the best poem and $50 for the runner-up.

Students must submit at least three original manuscripts. They must be poetry, short fiction, or personal essays or combinations of the three.

All entries must be sent to DMACC Creative Writing Contest, R. W. Chapman, Contest Coordinator, Sciences and Humanities Department, Bldg. 2/Ankeny Campus, 2006 S. Ankeny Blvd., Ankeny, IA 50021.

If you have any questions about the details, contact your English teacher or refer to the MEMO posted around school from Chapman Communications Humanities.
DMACC Boone Campus receives Boone County recycling award

DMACC Boone Campus—DMACC, Boone Campus, has been chosen as one of the recipients of the "Boone County Outstanding Recycler" award. The award is given for outstanding recycling efforts and is sponsored by the Boone County Recycling and Waste Reduction Program.

The award was given on Wednesday, Nov. 13, at the Boone City Hall. Beth Shultz, PBL president; Kim Cunic, PBL vice president; and Marie Dostal, PBL historian, were present to accept the award for DMACC. Pictured above is Beth Shultz, giving the award to Boone Campus Executive Dean Bill Hitesman. PBL wishes to thank all DMACC Boone campus students for their help in earning this award by depositing their pop cans in the pop can containers on campus.

Boone Campus chapter of Phi Theta Kappa is called Tau Phi Chapter. The meetings are Wednesday mornings from 7:30-8:00 a.m. in the L. Courter Campus Center. The Tau Phi Chapter is getting ready to nominate candidates for Regional President and Vice-President. Steve Stroh is going to campaign for the Iowa Regional President position and Ben Howe is to run for the Northwest Iowa Regional Vice-President position.

Phi Theta Kappa is an international society of honor students at the two-year college level. Students who are members of Phi Theta Kappa must have completed 12 credits with a minimum GPA of 3.5. The Boone Campus chapter of Phi Theta Kappa will host the Iowa Regional Conference Feb. 15-16, 2001. The conference is busy making plans and arrangements for this special event. All of Iowa’s four-year institutions will be invited to bring admission applications, transfer information, scholarship and grant possibilities, and much more.

The Phi Theta Kappa Regional conference is being funded through the generous donations of DMACC, ISU, the AmeriHost Inn, and Domino’s Pizza. Tau Phi says a big thank-you to those who contributed to the conference.

Phi Theta Kappa is an international society of honor students at the two-year college level. Students who are members of Phi Theta Kappa must have completed 12 credits with a minimum GPA of 3.5. The Boone Campus chapter of Phi Theta Kappa is called Tau Phi Chapter. The meetings are Wednesday mornings from 7:30-8:00 a.m. in the L. Courter Campus Center. The Tau Phi Chapter is getting ready to nominate candidates for Regional President and Vice-President. Steve Stroh is going to campaign for the Iowa Regional President position and Ben Howe is to run for the Northwest Iowa Regional Vice-President position.

The editors of Skunk River Review are seeking essay submissions from DMACC students for the 2001 edition of the student anthology. Submissions will be accepted from any student enrolled in the following classes: English 090, Composition I 118, or Composition II. Students are encouraged to submit essays that focus on the theme of "Learning in the 21st Century." The theme is open to interpretation and can include any aspect of learning that relates to the present and future.

Essays should be typewritten, double-spaced, and should be submitted to Paula Yerty (Office 51) by the deadline of January 31, 2001. The editors reserve the right to edit and adapt the submitted works for publication in the anthology.

PTK announces finalists for All Iowa Academic Team

Phi Theta Kappa Internationally annually sponsors the All Iowa/All USA Academic Team. Each year two students are selected to represent the Boone Campus DMACC as members of the All Iowa Academic Team. Members from the All State Academic Teams are eligible for the All USA Academic Team. Last year, the Boone Campus was the only DMACC campus to support members on the All Iowa Academic Team. To be a member of this team is a high honor. Boone Campus All Iowa Academic Team members for 1999 were Katie Howe and Jo Webster. At the beginning of October, Boone Campus instructors were asked to nominate students who they believed were possible All Iowa/All USA academic representatives.

The editors of Skunk River Review are seeking essay submissions from DMACC students for the 2001 edition of the student anthology. Submissions will be accepted from any student enrolled in the following classes: English 090, Composition I 118, or Composition II. Students are encouraged to submit essays that focus on the theme of "Learning in the 21st Century." The theme is open to interpretation and can include any aspect of learning that relates to the present and future.

Essays should be typewritten, double-spaced, and should be submitted to Paula Yerty (Office 51) by the deadline of January 31, 2001. The editors reserve the right to edit and adapt the submitted works for publication in the anthology.

PTK announces finalists for All Iowa Academic Team

Phi Theta Kappa Internationally annually sponsors the All Iowa/All USA Academic Team. Each year two students are selected to represent the Boone Campus DMACC as members of the All Iowa Academic Team. Members from the All State Academic Teams are eligible for the All USA Academic Team. Last year, the Boone Campus was the only DMACC campus to support members on the All Iowa Academic Team. To be a member of this team is a high honor. Boone Campus All Iowa Academic Team members for 1999 were Katie Howe and Jo Webster. At the beginning of October, Boone Campus instructors were asked to nominate students who they believed were possible All Iowa/All USA academic representatives.

The faculty overwhelmingly nominated students from many disciplines. The criteria for nomination were that the student must have a minimum GPA of 3.5 and expect to graduate by August 2001. In the end, Boone Campus faculty nominated 35 students. Of the 35 nominated, 12 students picked up the application forms. The application for the All Iowa/All USA Academic Team is a very arduous procedure. The application includes a lengthy essay and letters of reference highlighting the student's academic ability, leadership, and citizenship. This application was very challenging to complete! Of the 12 that picked up the application, eight decided to accept the challenge and complete all the forms. We are very excited to have such a good response to this grueling application procedure! The eight finalists for the Boone Campus All Iowa Academic Team are: Connie Cole, Kaci Crim, Heather Marken, Brad Meyer, Mitzi Schoening, Steve Stonehocker, Amy Thompson, and Sarah Wilkert. Congratulations to these students! Currently a team of impartial judges is reviewing these students' applications. Hopefully, the review committee will render a decision the last week of November.

If you see any of these students in your classes, in the hall, or just around the Campus Center please make a point of congratulating them on "going the distance" and working above and beyond their general course requirements to compete for the All Iowa Academic Team. We are proud of their accomplishments, their drive, and their commitment to excellence.
Boone campus scholarship winners

Aree Baker, $150, Boone, Boone Women’s Club; Aree Baker, $500, Boone, Hallett-Star; Justin Bartkiewicz, $400, Dundas, Ontario Canada; Hallett Foundation; Matthew Beaton, $250, Hamilton, Ontario Canada; Holst 2; Heather Behn, $500, Boone, Holst 1; Jay Berkenpas, $300, Nevada, Holst 2; Stephanie Bivens, $400, St. Louis, MO, Holst 1; Pilot Mound, Holst 1; Jenny Fly, $500, Dubberke, $300, Hubbard Holst 2; Scott Boone, Holst 2; Stuart Cornwell, $200, Byriel, $250, Boone, Holst 1; Leslie Danner, $300, Boone, holst 2; Kaci Crim, $500, Stratford Holst 1; Leng-1 Cheong, $500, Ames, Holst 1; Elk Danilson, $250, Boone, Holst 2; Kim Cunningham, $150, Boone, Boone; Davis, $500, Huxley, Hallet Foundation; Michelle Davis, $500, Boone, Holst 1; Burdette, $500, Boone, Holst 2-Star; Anna Bunt, $200, Marcus, Holst 2; Laura Boonc, Holst 2; Staci Hartman, $300, Boone, Holst 1; Jay Berkenpas, $300, Nevada, Holst 2; Cindy Cirundstad, $300, Ames, Holst 1; Bret Crim, $500, Stratford, Holst 1-Star; Danille Clinton, $150, Nevada, Holst 1-Star; Sara11 Garner, $200, Boone, Alfred; Jill Maxwell, $666.40, Ames, Harold Cunningham, Scan Farley, $400, Boone, American Legion; John Ferrari, $500, Pilot Mound, Holst 1; Jenny Fry, $500, Nevada, Holst 1-Star; Sarah Garner, $700, Boone, Holst 1; Tracy Geffirce, $500, Boone, Holst 2; Ryan Gladson, $300, Carlisle; Holst 2; Melissa Gourley, $500, Boone, Holst 1; Melissa Gourley, $500, Nevada, Holst 2; Cindy Grundstad, $300, Boone, Holst 2; Staci Hartman, $300, Ames, Mary Ellen Beckwith, Stephanie Henderson, $400, Huxley, Holst 2; Jared Hill, $250, Ames, Holst 2; Nathan Hill, $250, Ames, Holst 2; Anna Hoffman, $300, Moravia, Holst 2; Leslie Hewerton, $500, Collins, Hallett Foundation; Caitlin Jacobsen, $400, Racine, WI, Holst 1; Billie Jo Johns, $200, Boone, Alfred D. Arline Jensen; Darren Johnson, $300, Manningtree, Essex UK, Holst 2; Randy Johnson, $971.60, Boone, Alfred D. Arline Jensen; James Jones, $902.20, Boone, Hallett Foundation; Valerie Jones, $200, Nevada, Holst 2; Alyssa Ketchum, $500, Ames, Hallett Foundation; Karol King, $200, Boone, Holst 1; Toni Klemisch, $150, Boone, Boone Women’s Club; Tony Knute, $350, Glenwood, Holst 2; Mao Kung, $500, Grand Junction, Holst 2; Jessica Koos, $400, Ames, Hallett Foundation; Jessica Koos, $200, Ames, Alfred D. Arline Jensen; Shenell Kudrma, $250, Boone, Holst 1; Mary Lillis, $200, Boone, Holst 2; Amber Ling, $250, Ames, Bill & Marguerite Hartley, Kelly Ling, $250, Boone, American Legion; Sharon Litchfield, $150, Ames, Bill & Marguerite Hartley, Lilt Lowry, $200, Jewett, Alfred D. Arline Jensen; Mary Maibah, $250, Boone, Holst 1; Mary Maben, $150, Boone, Beta Sigma Phi; Cory McFarville, $250, Ogden, Holst 1; Julie McKee, $500, Ames, Holst 1-Star; Casey McNeeke, $300, Panora, Holst 2; Brad Meyer, $300, Ogden, Holst 1; Joshua Meyer, $400, Wellsburg, Bill & Marguerite Hartley; Amy Milking, $250, Ames, Holst 2; Joetta Mitchell, $400, St. Louis, MO, Holst 2; Dan Moeller, $200, Boone, Hallett Foundation; Amanda Murphy, $500, Boone, Holst 2; Dale Mussie, $150, Boone, Holst 1; Karen Myers, $200, Boone, Hallett Foundation; Kerry Newbanks, $250, Ames, Boone General: Lisa Obecht, $400, Zeving, Hallett Foundation; Najiah Ommad, $200, Ames, Holst 2; Neeley Overson, $200, Dayton, Holst 1; David Parsons, $500, Gander, Newfoundland, Holst 2; Kari Paulson, $500, Dana, Holst 2-Star; Kip Pederson, $500, West Branch, Holst 1; Greg Pikkap, $400, Boone, American Legion; Joe Primus, $200, Wellsburg, Holst 2; Tyler Rohrbeck, $250, Gladwin, Holst 1; Vicki Rowley, $200, Alba, Holst 2; Justin Sarvis, $300, Pierre, SD, Holst 2; Lindsay Saunders, $400, Boone, American Legion, Mitzi Schoening, $500, Stratford, Holst 2-Star; Heather Schenkel, $500, Boone, Holst 2; Tracy Shaw, $300, Maxwell, Alfred D. Arline Jensen; Sara Shearer, $400, Boone, American Legion; Beth Shultz, $500, Pilot Mound, Hallett Foundation; Mitchell Shultz, $150, Pilot Mound, Holst 1; Cheryl Simpson, $150, Ogden, Boone Women’s Club; Jennifer Smith, $200, Perry, Holst 1; Josh Smith, $500, Boone, Holst 2; Stephanie Smutny, $300, Doon, Holst 2; Jennifer Staker, $500, Huxley, Holst 2; Laura Stolte, $400, Boone, American Legion; Melissa Sullivan, $200, Huxley, Holst 1; Sarah Sunderman, $250, Sidney, Holst 1; Michele Thamke, $200, Story City, Holst 2; Amy Thompson, $500, Boone, Holst 1; Heidi Vanfossen, $400, Boone, American Legion, Wendy Verhelst, $150, Boone, Holst 2; Rhonda Wiltord, $250, Boone, Holst 2; Robert Willems, $250, Van Meter, Boone General; Joe Weber, $200, Boone, Bill & Marguerite Hartley; Ryan Wellmann, $220, New Ulm, MN, Hallett Foundation; David Wennerstrom, $416.40, Ogden, Harold Cunningham: Todd Westberg, $200, Boone, Hallett Foundation, Jennifer Westbrook, $902.20, Huxley, Holst 1; Josh Wirth, $1,110.40, Roland, Holst 1; Nicholas Wirth, $400, Roland, Holst 2; Bret Wisecup, $1,110.40, Madrid, Holst 2; Jody Woodley, $400, Boone, Lucille Murken, David Woods, $300, Boone, Hallett Foundation; Tiffany Young, $500, Ames, Holst 2; Jane Zantow, $500, Boone, Holst 2; Muhammed Ebitin, $500, Ames, Holst 2.

Boone campus scholarship winners

Benefits include:
- Regularly performance reviews
- Opportunities for advancement
- Paid breaks
- Meal discounts while working
- Stock options
- Flexible scheduling to fit your schedule!

Maximize your success with a Drake education. Drake offers you powerful advantages for your future: a wide range of academic options, personal attention from outstanding faculty and professional opportunities in a dynamic capital city.

These and other advantages are why more than 95% of Drake graduates find career employment or enter graduate school within six months after receiving their degrees. They're also why U.S. News & World Report magazine ranks Drake among the top Midwestern universities in academic reputation as well as a "best value."

We'll help you take the next step.

For more information or to apply online:

**Boone campus scholarship winners**

A degree from Drake University is your next step for lifelong success.
The sounds of music

Patrick Fleming
Bear Facts Staff

Who is the greatest rock band in the world? Radiohead? They aren’t really rock are they? Could it be Korn? Well I think they are hard rock and well, they are not all that talented. So who knows who is the greatest rock band? Well, my vote is going to the alternative country rock band from Chicago that goes by the name of Wilco.

Last week I got the opportunity to see Wilco for the second time in my life and the ticket was free! So picture this, one of your all-time favorite bands playing in Iowa City a mere two hours away and for free! You would think I had died and gone to heaven. But I did not expect the greatness and pure music perfect-ness that was displayed on that poorly lighted Union Bar stage this past week.

Wilco started the set lightly, playing slow and country songs from their latest album Mermaid Ave. 2, a collaboration of unrecorded Woody Guthrie songs.

Crawley-Mertins makes beautiful music

Marilee Crawley-Mertins

While on your way to class, you may have passed by the ICN classroom and heard the beautiful sounds of Beethoven, Bach, or Mozart bellowing out for all to hear. If you have enjoyed this as much as most have, then you have one person to thank, Marilee Crawley-Mertins, DMACC’s music appreciation and piano teacher.

All her life, Crawley-Mertins has been devoted to music. Even as a child, she would sit and listen to her mother play, waiting to be taught. Now that she has learned much about music, she has decided to bring her gift to DMACC.

Licensed in both vocal and band music, Crawley-Mertins comes to DMACC with a lifetime of experience and a lot of knowledge. From the classics, to New Age Rock, she knows all genres. If you ask her what her favorite style to play or teach, she’ll tell you, “I really don’t have a favorite, but I study mostly classical.”

The enjoyment she gets out of teaching is simple, Crawley-Mertins said, “I love watching my students grow. Hearing their cars develop, that gives me a lot of joy.”

Along with teaching music, Crawley-Mertins made a living at it as well, performing at many types of concerts from weddings, to receptions and private parties to even jazz bands. She has made her living in this profession, and it is one that she loves. Living this sort of lifestyle takes a lot of knowledge of what is hot and what people want to hear.

“In order to make a living in music, you have to play what people are paying to hear,” she said.

But her life isn’t all about music. She has an interest in computers, too, and now she has found a way to incorporate her music with the computers by recording music on a floppy disk and moving it onto the computer. This process is nothing new, but to a musician like Crawley-Mertins, it’s an exciting way to bring in a different element to her music.

Another thing Crawley-Mertins enjoys is cars. In fact, at one point she drove a Corvette, which is how she met her husband, who had a Corvette as well. If you want to talk to someone who can give you a run-down of all the great musicians and maybe even play you a tune, Crawley-Mertins is the woman on the Boone Campus who can do this for you.

Holiday music coming to campus

DMACC Boone Campus--DMACC keyboard students will present a family holiday music program on Sunday, Dec. 3, 2000, from 2-4 p.m. in the Boone Campus Theater.

The program will include keyboard ensemble music from “A Manhasset Steamroller Christmas” accompanied by percussion, an audience sing-a-long, and a small children’s choir.

DMACC keyboard students who will be featured are Elizabeth Dahy, Linda Poore, Matt Rinkcr, Fardos Shaekir, and Jennifer Tjemagel. Kim Reck and Jane Whitney will serve as song leaders for the sing-a-long. Gordon Stall (Story City) will be guest percussionist.

The program is directed by Marilee Crawley-Mertins, music instructor on the Boone Campus. Admission is free and the public is invited to attend.

Refreshments will be served following the program.

Drinking for a lifetime

Robin Duhm
Bear Facts Staff

Remember going to all the parties and all the drinking in high school? Who was puking and who passed out? Will all the drinking we did then come back to haunt us? Scientists are studying the affects of alcohol on people who are traditional college age and it doesn’t sound too good!

Scientists have discovered that your brain continues to mature until around the ages 20 or 21. Regularly getting drunk in high school could lead to long lasting damage to the brain. It could lead to problems in solving difficult math equations to simply reading a map.

USA Today stated that your hippocampus is one the main regions in the brain that is affected by alcohol. The hippocampus is involved in the memory and learning process. When heavy high school age drinkers were compared to light to non-high school age drinkers, the heavy drinkers’ hippocampus was on average 10% smaller! "Binge drinking" has shown to have an affect on the hippocampus also.

So if you think you’ve made it out of high school without any problems, think again! Your choice of drinking and how much in high school might have affected your brain. The next time you are at a party, be aware of how much you are drinking! Scientists say that your brain is more affected by alcohol in high school than in college, but in the end, this could definitely affect your college career!
From Behind the Chair

Michele Thamke
Bear Facts Staff

Since the holidays are quickly approaching, people may choose to do something a little different with their hair. What options are there?

Color is a safe option. If you have not colored before, go subtle. Highlights-which lighten only some of your hair and leave the rest of it your natural color-will improve the color in your hair and facial tones. If you are noticing more gray in your hair, low-lighting-the opposite of highlighting-is a great choice. You'll obviously have some gray hair remaining, but this is a more subtle change. You want a natural look. Not like Aunt Agnes, who always has jet-black hair and very thick penciled-in eyebrows and is usually an attention-getter in holiday photos.

Perms seem to be making a comeback due to the increased easiness of style. Perms can change your look, but unless you are used to them, it seems to be a regrettable choice for people a few weeks later. If you choose a perm for your change, please, please tell your hairstylist how long it has been since your last perm and any horror stories you have as a result. If your last perm was in the first grade, given to you by the blue-haired neighbor of your grandma, the good news is-perms have improved.

Cutting can be a positive change. Be sure of what you want, remember the holiday photos you will be in and don't be pressured into changing if you are happy with your style.

As usual, if you have any questions or suggestions, please contact me at the Bear Facts phone.

Meet the staff

Jensie Lauritsen
Title: Layout Editor
Hometown: Boone
Age: 20
Year and status at DMACC: Full-time sophomore
Number of credits this semester: 13
Major: Liberal Arts
Class you would recommend to others: Creative Writing
Where you work during school: Smitty's Super Valu
What you do for fun: "I'm a fan of professional wrestling: WWF.
The section of the newspaper you read first: Sports
Your goal as a Bear Facts staff: To produce quality papers.
The event in history you wish you could have reported: When the Brady Bill was being debated on Capitol Hill.

Scott Anderson
Title: Sports Editor
Hometown: Nevada
Age: 20
Year and status at DMACC: Full-time sophomore
Number of credits this semester: 13
Major: Liberal Arts
Class you would recommend to others: Creative Writing
Where you work during school: Smitty's Super Valu
What you do for fun: "I'm a fan of professional wrestling: WWF.
The section of the newspaper you read first: Sports
Your goal as a Bear Facts staff: To produce quality papers.
The event in history you wish you could have reported: When the Brady Bill was being debated on Capitol Hill.

From the Editor's Desk

Arthur Davis
Staff Writer

Most people have that moment in time when they find themselves with a major emergency on their hands with no clue of how to pay for it. The intelligent thing to do is to set up an emergency fund in advance. My wife and I found out just how important such a fund can be.

A couple of months ago, we purchased a used car not knowing that the head gasket would soon have to be changed. This is extremely costly, and with no money to pay for it, the car would have had to sit until the money was raised to fix it. If we would have just ignored this problem, then there could have been serious damage done to the engine.

However, we were lucky enough to have started an emergency fund at the beginning of the semester. We put $100 every week and an additional $100 every other week into this fund. Not every person can afford this, but putting $5 to $10 dollars here and there starts to turn into large amounts over time. It may not be much at first, but small amounts do turn into large amounts.

A class here at DMACC that teaches how to manage your money is Gary Stekko's Personal Finance. This is a class that I would recommend to all. It is a life-lesson class that teaches how to budget your money, how to buy a home, how to understand stocks and mutual funds and how to deal with many of the other financial situations in a person's life.

In that class, we learned that an emergency fund should include up to three months of living expenses in it. If you lost your job today, what would you do for money? How would you live and pay your bills?

Starting one of these funds answers those questions. Start small, but have something in your emergency fund to meet those needs when they come up.

Happy Thanksgiving

Hair Affair
We welcome all DMACC students
Chery Mohrman
Dee Winscup
Staci Prokop
228 Mamie Eisenhower
432-4587

2X Tuesdays
2 Large, 1-Topping Pizzas--$10
Call 432-3030
Open 11-Midnight Sun - Thurs....1 a.m. Fri - Sat

Pool & Spa Free Breakfast Exercise Room Whirlpool Suites

AmeriHost Inn
Inns • Suites • Hotels
1745 SE Marshall Street • Boone
515-432-8168
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Business, Management students visit Des Moines area

Tammy Clark & Nikki Scott
Contributing Writers

Ten DMACC Management Support Systems/Business Department students had a "great time" on their one-day field trip Friday, Nov. 10.

After meeting in the Lloyd Courter Center at 8 a.m. the group spent the morning in Des Moines, meeting with four employees at ING Equitable. Students learned about what employers expect from job applicants and what the working conditions are like at ING Equitable.

Lunch was at Allen's Restaurant in the Marriott Hotel.

Next, it was off to KCCI/News Channel 8 studio for a tour. Students learned about the different news anchors, different sets, and the variety of positions within Channel 8.

DMACC instructors accompanying the students were Mary Jane Green and Linda Plueger.

---

Front Row: Christine Harmening, Deanna Carpenter, Stacy Hagen
Second Row: Rony Hajarro, Roxy Raulston, Kim Cunningham, Rosie Fuentes, Kim Miller, Nikki Scott, Tammy Clark

PBL members take a tour of KCCI studios.
International males share first impressions of USA

Kevin Alberts
Bear Facts Staff

Thousands of international students come to the USA from other countries to gain a better education or create better opportunities for themselves. Some international students at the Boone Campus talked to me about what they were expecting before coming to the U.S.A.

Since I'm also an international student (from Australia) I saw America being the place where all the famous musicians and actors lived. In Australia, we think of America as how we see it on TV. I thought that there was a lot of violence over here and a lot of discrimination between certain cultures. I also thought that KFC food would be cheaper and tastier, but I prefer KFC the Australian way.

I was very shocked about how little towns such as Ames give so much support to their Iowa State teams. I knew that basketball was a lot more appreciated in the U.S.A., but in Australia, basketball is like the sixth most popular sport.

Edwin Coplin-Mercier, from the Dominican Republic, said, "When I was about to come to the U.S.A. I was a little scared of crime. I thought that every guy always carried a gun for protection, and I always thought that the black people did not get along with the white people. I thought that there would be a lot of fighting. I also knew that the U.S.A had a lot of beautiful women and a lot of very nice and friendly people. I had family already here, and that's how I knew this. I also knew that there were plenty of famous singers, movie stars and not to forget professional basketball players."

Misliu Parlov

from Croatia said, "I always dreamed of coming to America to see the high culture, nice people and everything organized. I can say that my expectations were true, but I still miss my family and friends very much. I hope that I can see some big cities while I'm here."

Darren Johnson who is from England said, "Before coming to America, I didn't know what to expect. I had only seen parts on TV. I knew it was a big place and that everything here was bigger than in England. I got all this information from friends who had been here before. I had never been to America before or traveled anywhere like this, so it was like being thrown into the deep end of a swimming pool, not knowing how to swim...

Johnson went on to say, "I was excited about learning about a new place but also scared at the same time not knowing what to expect.

As for me, my whole life I've wanted to come to America, and now that I'm here, I'm just going to soak in the American lifestyle and learn new things about the American way.

Chicago houses people in new hostel

Washington, D.C. - Hostelling International- American Youth Hostels (HI- YAH) opened a world-class, state-of-the-art 500-bed in Chicago in October. The J. Ira & Nicki Harris Family Hostel, housed in a renovated 1886 loft building at 24 East Congress Parkway, is bringing its college student friendly concept to downtown Chicago. It is within walking distance to many Chicago attractions, including Grant Park, the Art Institute, the Field Museum, Shedd Aquarium and the Magnificent Mile.

The hostel offers inexpensive dormitory-style accommodations for travelers of all ages. It provides separate quarters for males and females and private family rooms that can be reserved in advance.

The hostel has 24-hour access, a large self-service kitchen, dining room, on-site cafe, laundry facilities, Internet access, and information and tickets for select Chicago attractions. The overnight fee for HI members starts at $22 (plus tax), a fraction of hotel rates. Daily programs and special activities are offered to hostel guests, ranging from free walking tours to low-cost sailboat rides on Lake Michigan. The hostel also has a reduced fee program for individuals and groups of limited income.

On the second floor of the hostel is a Student Center that provides a variety of services to Chicago-area college students, as well as the approximate 75,000 international visitors that will be passing through over the next year. The Center provides comprehensive information services, workshops on travel, and exhibitions and performances by local students.

The Center will also offer "a taste of international travel" through discussion nights, speakers and other events that involve the hostel's international guests. Other Student Center facilities include a multi-purpose room, meeting and conference rooms, lounge areas and a communications room with Internet access.

Hostelling International-Chicago at the J. Ira & Nicki Harris Family Hostel is one of the largest hostels in the world. The hostel was so named to honor the very generous contribution of the J. Ira and Nicki Foundation to this project.

The City of Chicago and Mayor Richard M. Daley have given the Chicago Hostel Project unprecedented support. According to Mayor Daley, "The city of Chicago is proud to be a supporter of the Chicago Hostel, which will encourage thousands of international visitors to enjoy our institutions and natural resources, get to know us as the welcoming people we are, and learn why Chicago is one of the greatest cities of the world.

HI- YAH is a nonprofit organization that promotes international understanding and an appreciation of other cultures and the environment through its network of hostel and educational travel programs. HI-YAH is the U.S. affiliate of the International Youth Hostel Federation (IYHF).

You're ready to finish your A.A. degree and are thinking about the next step. Perhaps a bachelor's degree and maybe even graduate school are in your future.

Candidate who wouldn't quit

Matt Rinker
Bear Facts Staff

If you are like me and many other citizens of the United States, you've had it up to here with this year's election. The recount, the lawyers, and the political propaganda seem to just keep going and going and going... Will it ever come to an end?

Since Oct. 7, we have been waiting to see who the next president of the United States will be. In this past few weeks, we have also seen many events unfold: the recounts in Florida and New Mexico, the trial and more recounts in Florida. When Al Gore just give up and say, "I lost." Don't get me wrong, I have nothing against Al Gore, in fact, I wanted him to be president, but don't you think that he is taking this just a little too far?

With all the recounts he's being asked for, it's time he threw in the towel and called it quits. Within the past week and a half, we have had three recounts in Florida and one in New Mexico. Come on Al! Give those poor ballot counters time to rest their fingers! This election tie has already gone too far as fellow presidential candidate George W. Bush attempted to stop the recounts in court. Unfortunately, Bush's attempt failed, only giving Gore a chance to lengthen this already complex ordeal.

Basically what I'm trying to say is, "Gore, take it as a man, you lost fairly." Democracy has spoken and as you would say, "It's time to trust the government."
DMACC women win overtime thriller

Scott Anderson
Bear Facts Staff

Regulation was not enough for the DMACC women against North Central Missouri. The Bears battled back from an early first half deficit with a strong perimeter defense and timely shooting to rally and force overtime where the Bears dominated to take the game.

North Central Missouri had played two games against nationally ranked Division I powers from Kansas. It showed early as both went back and forth with neither team able to take control. With the Bears leading 10-9 North Central went on a 7-0 run to tie the game 16-16. The Bears came right back. Following a three-point play by Melissa Gourley and a three-point basket by Alisha Markuson, the game was tied at 16. North Central then used their experience and number of substitutions in addition to utilizing a very physical game plan to go on a 12-0 run and take a 28-16 lead. The Bears would get a couple baskets to go on a 12-0 run and take a 28-16 lead. The Bears came right back with another three-pointer by Ketelsen. North Central took the lead again at 48-48, and after exchanging free throws the lead was 49-47. The Bears then tied the game on a basket by Gourley, but North Central came back with a three-pointer to take a 52-49 lead. With North Central ahead 54-51 the Bears again tied the ballgame with a three-pointer by Gourley. North Central scored to go up 56-34, but the Bears again tied it up with two free throws from Gourley. Neither team could get another shot off and the game went to overtime.

The Bears took their momentum into overtime as the Bears went on a 12-2 run to win the game. The defense almost forced a shutout in overtime, but North Central hit two free throws with 47 seconds left.

Head coach Bob Terrones said, "The crowd really helped the team tonight. We weren't really strong in the first half. At halftime we talked about the guard play needing to be stronger and being more physical on the boards. Kelsey Kain and Naoko Takemura picked up the defense on stopping North Central perimeter scoring threat. North Central's Lessie Shanley had 13 points at halftime, and didn't score again until the last minute of overtime." Gourley lead the Bears with 30 points including 8 for 9 from the free throw line. Kain, Ketelsen, and Lisa Obrecht all finished with 10 points. Obrecht also had 5 rebounds for the Bears. Markuson finished with 8 points and 10 rebounds.

The Bears tightened the defense and went on a 17-0 run that included three back-to-back three-pointers by the Bears to take a 32-15 lead. The lead for the Bears stayed around 15 points until the Bears went on a 12-0 run to end the half and took a 52-25 lead at the halftime.

The Bears opened the second half with a 6-2 run to take a 60-27 lead and North Central just couldn't get their game back. The Bears hit 9 three-pointers including 4 by Rich Borgos, who led the Bears in scoring with 20 points. Other high scorers for the Bears were Adam Daley with 15 points, Jamal Jackson and Darnell Star with 14 points and Shelton Colwell had 11 points for the Bears.

Bears’ sharp shooting leads to victory

Scott Anderson
Bear Facts Staff

Sharp shooting and a couple of first half runs propelled the DMACC men to an 86-56 win over North Central Missouri. Coach Orv Salmon said, "I thought we played well tonight. The team was active, focused and shot the ball really well." DMACC scored the first five points of the game, and then both teams traded baskets until a three-pointer by North Central tied the game at 11. The Bears responded with a basket to take a 13-11 lead. North Central came back to tie the game at 13.

Both teams then traded baskets to tie at 15. The action changed at this point. The DMACC scored the first five points of the game, and then both teams traded baskets until a three-pointer by North Central tied the game at 11. The Bears responded with a basket to take a 13-11 lead. North Central came back to tie the game at 13. Both teams then traded baskets to tie at 15.

The Bears opened the second half with a 6-2 run to take a 60-27 lead and North Central just couldn't get their game back. The Bears hit 9 three-pointers including 4 by Rich Borgos, who led the Bears in scoring with 20 points. Other high scorers for the Bears were Adam Daley with 15 points, Jamal Jackson and Darnell Star with 14 points and Shelton Colwell had 11 points for the Bears.

COACHES ARENA:
Men's and women's basketball teams off to great start

Orv Salmon
Contributing Writer

The winter sports season is here. The basketball teams are off to a good start and are looking forward to the rest of the season. The women's team, under the direction of Bob Terrones, is off to a 3-0 start. This includes a win over fifth-ranked North Central (Mo) last week in Boone. Bob has a group of players that plays with a great deal of energy and are exciting to watch. The season is young, but at this point, this group will change the image of women's basketball at DMACC. The coaches and players are working hard and deserve your support.

The men's team is also off to a 3-0 start. The team has developed into one that is quick, athletic and scores well in transition. There will certainly be games where the team will be under-sized physically, but the hope is that this will be overcome by quickness and pressure at both ends of the floor. The team is a young group, but they play with focus and they are also exciting to watch.

Both teams, the coaches and I hope that as the season progresses both teams continue to have success and bring credibility to the basketball programs at DMACC. We appreciate the support of the faculty, staff and the students that have been in attendance at the home games. I have been told that attendance is much better than in past years and I know the coaches and players are grateful for people that have been at the games.

Our responsibility is to continue to improve and work hard to have the success this school deserves. Hope to see you at some games!
Two sit out Busch, Young appeal eligibility

Arthur Davis
Bear Facts Staff

The women's basketball team ran into a bit of a snag for the start of the season. Kelli Busch and Tiffany Young had to be played for the last two years. It did not matter that last season was canceled.

Kelli Busch has gone through the appeal process and was awarded a third year of eligibility with the stipulation that she sit out six games. Young still has to go through the appeal process. On Salmon, DMACC Athletic Director, said, "We will decide as a department how best to deal with the appeal for Tiffany.

Student Action Council sponsors cookies or donuts for night students.

Week of Dec. 4 - 7

Science Lab

Groundwater exposed to many pollutants

Jacinda Bunde
Contributing Writer

As college students, almost all of us are on tight budgets. So why do many of us spend our hard-earned money on bottled water? The quality and cleanliness of tap water is becoming a great concern.

Ground water is water found in the spaces and cracks between the particles of soil, sand, gravel, and bedrock. As part of a continuous cycle called the "hydrologic cycle," ground water is exposed to many pollutants.

In the hydrologic cycle, water is in continuous motion through the atmosphere, ocean, and land. Water evaporates back into the atmosphere from the oceans, rivers, and lakes. It then returns to the earth's surface as rain, snow, or hail. When precipitation falls, it may evaporate directly into the atmosphere, be absorbed by plants or seep into the ground. Water entering the soil can remain near the soil surface or seep into the ground. Water quality is affected by rock or soil particles moving along its path. The most common naturally occurring substances found in ground water are calcium, magnesium, fluoride, iron, and sulfate. Generally, these do not cause problems. However, they can cause undesirable traits, such as unpleasant taste, odor or hardness to the water.

Ground water becomes polluted when foreign substances become dissolved in water at the land's surface. Because ground water moves slowly, detection of pollution may take time. Often contamination becomes widespread before it is detected. So even after the contamination has stopped, the aquifer may take years to cleanse itself.

Human activity on land can also affect ground water quality. Some agricultural practices can add nitrates and pesticides to ground water. Residential areas with septic systems may add bacteria, viruses, and chemicals to the ground water flow. Ground water may be contaminated by leaking septic systems, oil tanks, and gasoline storage areas (rural areas, subdivisions). Pollution from these sources can cause problems with ground water quality.

People should be informed about the effect their actions may have on ground water and how we can all protect this precious natural resource.

Professional Athletes Choose Chiropractic

Logan's national reputation as a premier chiropractic college is due in large part to faculty members like Dr. Ralph Filson.

In his private practice, Dr. Filson acts as consulting doctor of chiropractic to the St. Louis Cardinals and the World Champion St. Louis Rams. In both capacities, Dr. Filson treats some of the world's best athletes in professional sports.

If you would like to learn more about an exciting career in chiropractic, please contact Logan College for an informational packet.

Dr. Ralph Filson with Mark McGwire

1-800-533-9210

www.logan.edu loganadmissions@logan.edu

1851 Schofield Road, Chesterfield, MO 63007
An Equal Opportunity Institution of Higher Education
Voter apathy: a real travesty

Aaron Forrester
Bear Facts Staff

I really hate when people say that they don't vote because one vote won't or can't make a difference. I'm sure many people are tired of hearing about the election and just want the whole thing to be over. I agree with them. I'm tired of it and I want the whole thing to be over. But it's not that simple just for the fact that the man who will be the President for the next four years is one of two very different people.

Many of you probably don't care who the President will be because you think it won't affect you. But it will if you plan on collecting social security at any time, it will if you're a hunter or advocate of stricter gun laws, and it will when people you know have to go through the public school system. Of course there are many more ways it will affect you, but these are a few of the larger issues. Bush and Gore have very different stances on many of these issues. But who's going to be the next President? I'm sure you all have heard about what's going on in Florida, but have you heard what's going on in New Mexico? For a while in New Mexico Bush and Gore were separated by a mere 17 and are now separated by under 200 out of over 500,000 votes. Changes are that New Mexico will be decided by fewer than 300 votes. It doesn't represent every vote making a difference then I don't know what does. And then there's Florida, a state in which Bush and Gore are separated by 900 votes out of a total of almost six million. Do people realize how close that is? There are four times that many students enrolled here at DMACC's Boone campus alone. To all of you who didn't vote, there's a very real chance that your vote could have made a big difference.

What is a good excuse not to vote? It takes very little time and most employers will make sure that their employees have time to vote. If you aren't registered to vote you can get online at www.myabsenteeballot.com and find voter registration forms for your state. As the name implies you can also find absentee ballot request forms there. If you feel that you're not informed enough to vote all you have to do is turn on the news in the months before election time for five minutes and you're guaranteed to learn something. A newspaper is also a good source for learning about a candidate's policies.

As things look right now, George W. Bush will be the next President of the United States. Barring any court decisions that would swing Florida in Gore's direction, Gore will win the popular vote, but Bush will have the presidency. This is an outrage to many people, but it isn't the first time it will have happened. That's just the way the system works. I don't like it, but I can't change it. The most I can do right now is write to my representatives in the Congress and tell them how I feel.

I applaud everyone who voted in this historic race. But if you didn't vote, what's your excuse? The only real reason not to vote is that you're too lazy. It's your per- sonal responsibility and no one can make you vote, but there is no good excuse not to. But never say that one vote won't make a difference.

Melanie McCane
Bear Facts Staff

It's that time of year again. If you are in the minority, then you love the winter wonderland that is Iowa (even if it is for six months), and are reveling in it. But if you are that (non-silent) majority who loathes freezing your fingers off on a cold steering wheel or the sloppy mess that you are used to tromping through on your way to class, you are probably taking cover indoors and aren't getting the exercise you need.

Also true, this is the time of year that sicknesses and sluggishness run rampant among college students (or anyone, really). If you're like me, it really isn't too difficult to sleep in straight through your classes and fall behind.

Whether or not you've heard of them, there are many organic remedies out on the market that can contribute to both your mental and physical health status.

Herbs and vitamins are the silent heroes of the health world. They are natural remedies that can help you maintain a healthy lifestyle in the winter season. When taken consistently, herbs and vitamins can enhance your immune system, help improve your mood, and maintain your overall health.

Top herbs and vitamins that can help you through the winter season include:

1. Vitamin C: builds resistance to infection, relieves sore throat, and promotes healthy teeth and gums.
2. Vitamin A: softens skin, counteracts night blindness and weak eyesight.
3. Ginseng: enhances memory, and reduces the effects of aging.
5. Bee Pollen: builds immunity, relieves nausea, can help with sleep disorders and builds stamina.
6. Zinc: aids in reproduction (though probably not ideal for a college student!) and helps with the normal functioning of the prostate.
7. Potassium: can counteract dehydration, and maintains stable blood pressure. Any one of these can be found in everyday foods that we eat, many of the herbs can be purchased over-the-counter in pharmacies and even in places like Walmart and Hy-Vee. Keep in mind, these are only a few of these miracle treatments. If you get a chance, talk to your doctor, or look on the Internet. In no time, you may be feeling 100% better, and just in time for finals!

Ward off those winter ailments before they attack

Traditions disappear

Sadie M. Heimbaugh
Bear Facts Staff

Where have all the traditions gone? With all the festivities that come with the holiday season, we can't help but remember the days when we were of a younger age and our eyes lit up with holiday delight. The comfort of the traditions that took place each year played a major role in this delight.

As each year passes, it seems that another annual tradition is forgotten and swallowed up by the passing of time. As far back as I can remember, my older brother and I broke the wishbone from the turkey on Thanksgiving Day. However, this tradition too has been broken. Families often take turns saying what they are thankful for during the Thanksgiving meal, but as children grow older, food and football seem to become more important.

Thousands of traditions can be associated with the Christmas season, but these too seem to be fading out each year. After children grow older, stockings are no longer filled and are often just left packed up in a box. Ham and/or turkey dinners are being replaced with take out or some other meal of convenience. Instead of thoughtful gifts from the heart, there are now more and more cash cards and gift certificates. Ornaments that have hung on the tree for years are being replaced with simpler mass-produced ornaments.

Family traditions are becoming more and more scarce with each passing year. American families enjoy and even look for a cheaper, more convenient, and quicker way to get through the holiday season. But when holiday traditions become too much of a burden that a family can't remain consistent enough to follow them year after year? By bringing back traditions, holiday spirit may reach enormous heights: taking the Grinch from our hearts and turning him into George Bailey from 'It's A Wonderful Life.'
DMACC fall play meets with success

Aaron Forrester
Bear Facts Staff

"I was pushed down the stairs," screams the ghost of Jane Ackerly (Melanie McCane), an Oscar-winning screenwriter, as the other five people in the room all stare in horror at her body. "She must have fallen," they conclude. This was the scene in the DMACC Boone campus theatre at 8:00 p.m. on Friday and Saturday, Nov. 8 and 9.

This semester's play was entitled Murder on the Rerun, a comedy/murder-mystery by Fred Carmichael. The play was directed by speech instructor Kay Mueller and starred DMACC's finest actors and actresses. The setting was in a Vermont ski lodge where an eclectic group of entertainers has gathered for a weekend retreat. The set itself was pleasing to the eye and seemed to be well constructed. Lighting and sound were both very simple, yet adequate as well.

Hugh Lawton (Jay Cue) is an actor who was married to Jane until her death. Valerie Vickers (Megan Colton) is an established actress who is protected from any wrongdoing because she has dirt on everyone who is anyone. Justin Willis (Mike Hiltgen) is a director who thinks he's about to direct the next Gone With the Wind. And then there's Kitty (Heidi Hockett), a woman who has been dead for longer than she can remember and attempts to be a mentor to Jane in the afterlife.

Kitty decides that she wants to help Jane find out who really pushed her down those stairs in order to work off the demons that she accrued during her lifetime and that are keeping her from going through "the gates." Kitty arranges for all the people who were at the ski lodge on the night of Jane's death to meet back at the lodge exactly three years after the murder took place. With a cast of characters like that, what transpires is a hilarious situation in which everyone begins to suspect everyone else and no one trusts anyone. The situation only gets more comedic when Hugh turns up dead.

All of the actors and actresses were very good, but I'd have to say that the standouts were Heidi Hockett and Megen Colton. Heidi did a wonderful job as the quickwitted Kitty and Megen was excellent as the drama queen Valerie.

For everyone who saw it, the night was filled with chuckles and suspense as the characters, who were absurd to begin with, got fed up with each other and start pointing fingers. If you didn't see the play and really want to know who killed Jane, well you should have been there. You wouldn't have been disappointed.

High expectations, big disappointment

Sadie M. Heimbaugh
Bear Facts Staff

When a book is chosen to be in Oprah's Book Club it usually means that it will be an above average book. River Cross My Heart is a member of the club and is far from being above average, in fact it would be a complement to call it an average book.

Breena Clarke's first novel places the climax on the first page, something that is very difficult to perfect, especially if there is only one climax since it leaves very little to build up to. The book is not entirely boring. It does keep the reader interested and at full attention, but as it draws closer to the ending pages, it becomes apparent that the head-on collision climax on the first page is all the reader is going to experience.

This novel could quite easily have been made into several different short stories. Clarke skipped around from character to character so much that her readers might find it hard to follow and give up completely. With every character she introduced, she gave a small portion of their background and that was it. Often times she let you really get to know a character and then never mention them again. This can be very frustrating when a reader gets a lead on an interesting character but doesn't quite get the entire truth about their existence.

Although Clarke couldn't keep her stamina going throughout the entire novel she did begin it with an enthralling opening. It was a valiant effort for a first novel and perhaps her second novel can receive a better review from other than Oprah readers.

"Edwina darling, how nice to see you." Edwina Dunbar (Sarah Baker) and Justin Wills (Mike Hiltgen) share an amicable meeting.
The other side of the Courter
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What are you doing for Thanksgiving?

Tammy Clark
Sophomore

“I’m going to be traveling to my friend Nikki’s house in Minburn.”

Travis Nicholson
Freshman

“I’m going to my grandparents’ house and chowing down on some Thanksgiving food.”

Shawonyta M. Norman
Part-time student

“I’m traveling to Oakland, CA to visit my family, eat smoked turkey, and hopefully catch an NBA game.”

Kim Cunningham
Sophomore

“I’m cooking dinner for ten at my house for the first time.”

Check out the new DMACC web page!
http://www.dmacc.cc.ia.us
OR
http://www.dmacc.org

We've got jobs, great jobs for caring people, and we pay good hourly rates.

Needed: Certified Nursing Assistants
Afternoon & Evening hours ($9.50)
Weekends ($10)

Bethany Manor, Inc.
212 Lafayette Avenue
Story City, Iowa 50248
515-733-4325 x231

Boone Travel Agency, Inc.
611 Story Street
Boone, Iowa 50036
Phone 515-432-8033

A Great Way To Bank.

Commercial Federal Bank

Dairy Queen

Open 11-10 Sunday - Saturday
1304 S. Story St.
Boone, Ia 50036
432-6645